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Knowing where to cut costs without compromising the look you want is always the challenge at hand.
Cabinets are the defining transformation element in any kitchen, and can also be the most expensive to redo.
So where do splurging and compromising meet, you ask? That comes in analyzing the details of kitchen
cabinets and how they can work in your space. Types There are three types of kitchen cabinets: Stock cabinets
are generally the least expensive. They tend to be popular not only because of the price, but because they
deliver quickly. Semi-custom cabinets are more expensive and offer many different kinds of finishes which
are appealing to homeowners. They usually deliver quickly as well. Custom cabinetry, for obvious reasons, is
the most expensive kind. Because of the detail that goes into designing them, they can take up to several
weeks to be delivered. Frames Cabinets can be either framed or frameless. Simply put, framed means that
there is a distinctive outline that defines each cabinet or drawer. Usually, traditional style remodels feature
framed cabinets while frameless cabinets make up more modern designs. Interiors Cabinet interiors refer to
construction type. Hinges Just like with any door in your home, hinges are the parts that allow them to open
and close. Much like framed versus frameless cabinet construction, hinges and be hidden or exposed.
Typically, hidden hinges go well with frameless cabinet designs while exposed hinges match well with framed
cabinets. Experts suggest installing drawers with wooden sides, dovetail joinery and a plywood bottom that
fits grooves on four sides. Doors This is where practicality and aesthetic really collide. When it comes to
choosing your doors, homeowners want to like what they see since the doors are the face of all kitchen
cabinetry. The choices are nearly infinite with various options of paneling, frames, insets and overlays. See a
full door options and descriptions here. Finishes The finish of a cabinet refers to its color and overall
appearance. Cabinets can be painted, stained, glazed or just left natural. Glazing is something many people
like to do because of the beautiful effect it leaves on cabinets, but this usually adds 10 to 20 percent to the
overall cost. Refinishing is often the first option people consider when they want to salvage their old or
existing cabinets instead of purchasing new ones. Typically, they will even pick them up. Just be sure to ask
your contractor to carefully remove them if you plan on donating. Best of luck to you in choosing cabinets for
your kitchen remodel!
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The successful candidate will be versatile and able to manage all aspects of production, sales , take-offs, and
staffing. Experience with architectural millwork, cabinet making, finishing, molding, and flooring preferred.
This is an excellent opportunity for the right individual with plenty of growth opportunity, strong
compensation, and benefits package. Located in the Northeast corridor. Please submit your cover letter and
resume, with reference to the millwork manager position. Looking for other career options? Browse other
Manufacturing Jobs - Millwork Jobs - Building Materials Jobs Evergreen Recruiters is a permanent
placement, contingency-based building materials, logistics and manufacturing staffing agency. Within these
industries we help clients locate talented professionals and assist candidates in finding the best match for their
skills and qualifications. We place talented workers in a wide range of positions through manufacturing
executive staffing, distribution, wholesale and retail location placement, and other industry niche staffing. We
partner with large corporations, mid-sized companies and small specialty operations throughout North
America. Industries we work with include manufacturing, lumber, millwork, CNC, folding cartons, and many
more. We bring our clients those talented and relevant professionals who have both the experience and
personality to fit your culture. We strive to do this in a timely fashion bringing you quality quickly. We assist
our candidates with their career goals. We have the contacts and experience to help you with your growth and
momentum. Our energies are directed towards recruiting the finest talent and top professionals in the market
for some of the best companies in the United States and Canada. Finding solutions for you. Do you know
people looking for building materials or manufacturing work? Please tell them to visit us here at
evergreenrecruiters. Or, if you have a moment, a like or share below will help us too.
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Frame, frameless[ edit ] Just some musing here, but the article does not do justice to the traditional way of
building cabinets with frame and panel on the exterior faces, and frames with or without dust panels on the
inside, plus the back, traditionally wide thin boards and later plywood. One of these days, I might get to it one
of these days unless someone else does. I did have all that in mind too, I just added a few bits to expand on
what was here with the intention of doing a lot more work down the track. It sort of grew out of the face frame
article, because I needed somewhere to explain the difference between that and frameless construction and
link the two. The discussion on face frames vs. My picture of a cabinet with face frame could easily be a ply
box or a frame and panel. The frameless cabinet could be a ply box or solid casework. Feel free to add and
remove Erk Talk -- I like traffic lights -- This construction style dominates, as best I can tell, the Canadian
market, particularly in the mid- to low-end, but even in some more expensive homes. It seems highly
underrepresented on this page World Trade Center, modern furniture. The aticle at Wikipedia about
"Bauhaus" is not very good, but anyhow you should studie it to understand my frases. I am speaking of the
biggest very international cabinetry fair on earth! Just like you have to mention Hollywood concerning
movies. Maybe it should be placed at the end of the whole "cabinetry" article. You miss the point. Because
you say so? Most significant in terms of what? Size, influence, money made? As for Bauhaus being the
foundation of most modern cabinetry design, if you come to Australia, you will indeed find a lot of furniture
in designer stores that looks European - we have a lot of Europeans here especially in Sydney and Melbourne.
However, there is a heavy Asian influence here too. There was a school of design called Bauhaus. It has been
a leading influence in Architecture and Interior Design throughout the World. There is a popular style of
cabinetry which has developed from it. There are annual fairs in Germany, Italy etc. That type of thing. And
we try to put them together. You are absolute right saying that it is too strong focused on Europe And we
should not forget Japan! Generaly we should devide between industrial and hand craft cabinetry. My thoughts
on this article are that it would briefly run through the different types of cabinetry, perhaps some of the aspects
in manufacture, whether that be industrial or hand crafted, some of the definitions. You know, not so much a
heavy duty treatment of the history and evolution of different styles. To me, that is more in the field of art and
architecture. Before I red your post, I tried to write a little bit about history sorry. I red some stuff in my
cabinet books and in the internet to confirm my ideas. Well maybe we can change this. I have erased a litle bit
of the begining of our discussion, I hope you would agree? The picture of cabinetry in many western countries
has changed in the last 20 to 30 years dramatically. Traditional handicraft is connected with high technology.
Beginning with the design and planning, computer technology is used. Many modern cabinetrys dispose much
bigger production halls than before years, with high tech power tools , computer supported machines , CNC
units and dust extraction. But still with an workbench room for traditional handicraft end production. Today
cabinet makers can rely to a huge range of high class fittings , pull-outs for drawers , kitchen appliance , etc. In
some countries there are different school systems to educate cabinet makers, e. TAFE and Dual education
system. Still the mayority of cabinet makers, even in some western countries , are mainly based on old
handicraft traditions, with less technology. Furthermore there is a smooth transition between classical
cabinetry with custom production and industrial mass production. The main difference are logistics , in mass
produciton mainly based on assembly lines. This allows to produce cheaper, e. An other significant stream in
cabinetry today is restauration of old furniture. A hig level of handicraft is needed. But also more and more
supported by technology. Today there are plenty of different styles. The old English and French styles,
mentioned above. Japanese and oriental styles. One of the most significant cornerstones for modern design in
cabinetry was layed at the Bauhaus designer school between and I wonder how much of the history of
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furniture design really belongs in this article. I think it should be in the Furniture article. I believe that the
cabinetmaking article should deal with the major changes in techniques and tools we saw in the 20th century:
What do you all think? In addition the Wiki-article is tidled "cabinet making". Therefore we must write
something about the radical changes in cabinetry in the last years. I changed again one sentence concerning
the different styles. If you all agree and maybe change some things, I would insert it in the article. Coud
somebody add the british school education system for cabinetry? Furthermore I love your ideas and I would
try to support you. I am a German Master in Cabinetry. In the next weeks I will be bussy but we will see I also
had the Idea of making a list of important technological inventions concerning cabinetry bigining with the
stream engine of James Watt. Or not only for cabinetry but generaly for woodworking. Of couse in an extra
article. The former is all about industrial design as in integral part of the process: If an aspect of the form of
the piece is not suited for this type of production, it is dropped. So the form the piece takes is often a factor of
the production technique. This is my understanding of Bauhaus et al. The latter is more about arriving at a
destination, regardless of how long it takes. This stream exists in spite of Bauhaus et al. So, when you talk
about a lot sucking dicks and vaginas was their main idea ,they loved sex sooo much! They really are miles
apart and need to be discussed separately in my opinion. Come to a medium lagre european not in all european
countries cabinetry peoble and you will see all this high tech. And this in NOT mass production. I agree with
you to devide mass production from custom production. But this has nothing to do with styles. And you are
absolute right with Bauhaus: Merging this Article[ edit ] I was reading this article, and it is very confusing. It
tries to cover both traditional freestanding cabinetry, and modern built-in cabinetry. While they are related by
history, covering both types of cabinet making in the same article is very confusing. Wikipedia currently has
articles covering kitchen cabinets and traditional cabinets. This article should be merged with kitchen cabinets
after the section on traditional cabinets has been moved to the traditional cabinet article. This would help
clarify the article, and target the appropriate audience. Cabinetmaking, like joinery and carpentry, has a
centuries-old history that is well documented. The current poor state of wiki articles on anything related to
woodworking is no reason to break the appropriate structure. Andy Dingley talk Please remove the suggestion
at the head of the article. Also, merge proposal comes from single-purpose account dormant since the proposal
was made in February. Can we remove the tags now please? I still think the article is confusing. If the users
feel that both types of cabinetry need to be covered in this article, then the article needs to include a history of
how cabinetry evolved from traditional cabinetry what we would now classify as a subset of the furniture
industry to modern cabinetry.
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April 10, There are various woodworking joints in use. Some are stronger than others are. Butt Joint The Butt
Joint is an easy woodworking joint. It joins two pieces of wood by merely butting them together. The butt
joint is the simplest joint to make. It is also the weakest wood joint unless you use some form of
reinforcement. It depends upon glue alone to hold it together. Because the orientations of the pieces, you have
an end grain to long grain gluing surface. The resulting wood joint is inherently weak. Glue does not provide
much lateral strength. You can break this woodworking joint with your bare hands. Biscuit Joint A biscuit
joint is nothing more than a reinforced Butt joint. The biscuit is an oval-shaped piece. Typically, a biscuit is
made of dried and compressed wood, such as beech. You install it in matching mortises in both pieces of the
wood joint. Most people use a biscuit joiner to make the mortises. Accuracy is not as important for the
mortises. You design the biscuit joint to allow flexibility in glue-up. However, you must locate the mortise the
correct distance from the face of the woodworking joint in both pieces. The width of the mortise is not critical.
Since the biscuit is thin, you can move the alignment around. This is the very reason that I do NOT like this
joint. It is not in perfect alignment. In addition, you spend your money on the Biscuit Joiner and a lot of time
cutting the mortises in each piece of stock. Bridle Joint A bridle joint is a woodworking joint, similar to a
mortise and tenon. You cut a tenon on the end of one piece and a mortise into the other piece to accept it. You
cut the tenon and the mortise to the full width of the tenon piece. This is the distinguishing feature of this joint.
Therefore, there are only three gluing surfaces. The corner bridle joint joins two pieces at their ends, forming a
corner. You use this joint to house a rail in uprights, such as legs. It provides good strength in compression
and is moderately resistant to racking. A mechanical fastener or pin is required. You use corner bridles to join
frame pieces when the frame is shaped. You can remove material from the joined pieces after assembly
without sacrificing joint integrity. A variation of the bridle joint is the T-bridle, which joins the end of one
piece to the middle of another. Dado joinery A dado is a slot cut into the surface of a piece of wood. When
viewed in cross-section, a dado has three sides. You cut a dado perpendicular to the grain. It is different from a
groove, which you cut parallel to the grain. A through dado passes all the way through the surface and its ends
are open. A stopped dado has one or both of the ends stop before the dado meets the edge of the surface. You
use dadoes to attach shelves to a bookcase carcass. You rabbet the shelves to fit the dado, which makes the
rabbet and dado joint. A good use for woodworking joints. Dovetail Wood Joint The dovetail joint, or simply
dovetail, is a strong woodworking joint. It is great for tensile strength resistance from pulling apart. You use
the dovetail joint to connect the sides of a drawer to the front. A series of pins cut to extend from the end of
one board interlock with a series of tails cut into the end of another board. The pins and tails have a
trapezoidal shape. Once glued, the joint is permanent, and requires no mechanical fasteners. Some people use
a dovetailed dado, because of the tensile strength. Finger Joint A finger joint or box joint is one of the popular
woodworking joints. You use it to join two pieces of wood at right angles to each other. It is much like a
dovetail joint except that the pins are square and not angled. The joint relies on glue to hold together. It does
not have the mechanical strength of a dovetail. The woodworking joint is relatively easy to make if you know
how to use a table saw or a wood router with a simple jig. Lap Wood Joint A half lap joint is one of the
frequently used woodworking joints. In a half lap joint, you remove material from each piece so that the
resulting joint is the thickness of the thickest piece. Most frequently in half lap joints, the pieces are of the
same thickness. You remove half the thickness of each. This joint is good for making workshop storage items.
Mortise and Tenon Woodworking Joints One of the strongest woodworking joints is the mortise and tenon
joint. This joint is simple and strong. Woodworkers have used it for many years. Normally you use it to join
two pieces of wood at degrees. You insert one end of a piece into a hole in the other piece. You call the end of
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the first piece a tenon. You call the hole in the second piece a mortise. Normally, you use glue to make this
joint. You may pin or wedge it to lock in place. A quality mortise and tenon joint gives perfect registration of
the two pieces. This is important when building heirloom pieces. A mortise is a cavity cut into a piece of wood
to receive a tenon. A tenon is a projection on the end of a piece of wood to insert into a mortise. Usually the
tenon is taller than it is wide. Generally, the size of the mortise and tenon relates to the thickness of the pieces.
There is more detail of this superior joint on Woodworking Jigs near the middle of the page. You will find a
video of each jig in action to show how precise you can make this joint. It is nothing more than a Butt joint
with Pocket Hole Screws. The pocket holes require two drilling operations. The first is to counterbore the
pocket hole itself, which takes the screw head contained by the piece. The second step is to drill a pilot hole
whose centerline is the same as the pocket hole. The pilot hole allows the screw to pass through one piece and
into the adjoining piece. You use two different sized drill bits for this operation. Alternatively, you may find
special stepped bits to perform this operation in a single pass. Most people use a pocket-hole jig, such as the
Kreg Jig. This jig allows you to drill pocket holes at the correct angle and to the correct depth. You should use
glue to strengthen the joint. Moreover, the mortise and tenon joint is much stronger. Rabbet Woodworking
Joints A rabbet is a recess cut into the edge of a piece of wood. When viewed in cross-section, a rabbet is
two-sided and open to the end of the surface. An example of the use of a rabbet is in the back edge of a
cabinet. The rabbet allows the back to fit flush with the sides. Another example is the insertion of a glass pane
by using a rabbet around the edge of the frame. Tongue and Groove Woodworking Joints One of the more
popular woodworking joints is the edge-to-edge joint, called tongue and groove. One piece has a slot groove
cut all along one edge. The other piece has a tongue cut on the mating edge.
Chapter 5 : Talk:Cabinetry - Wikipedia
We believe that the more we can do in house, the more control we have over the quality and timelines of our products.
We are a Custom Commercial Architectural Millwork shop. We don't have a catalog full of products for you to "make
work" in your space.

Chapter 6 : How to Install Custom Railing Millwork
Hello All, Do you know someone who may be interested in the wild world of cabinet making? We are looking to hire a
part/full time employee to help out around the shop.

Chapter 7 : Starting a cabinet business
How much do you know about millwork? While the Golden Age of Millwork was from to , we continue to see these
historic designs brought back to life in the incredible inventory of historical and remodeled homes across the country.

Chapter 8 : Millwork Cabinet Makers
Available in a wide range of styles and finishes, it features pronounced grain patterns and is most often used for
traditional cabinet styles. This wood is an option for stock, semicustom, and custom-made cabinets.

Chapter 9 : WHAT WE DO â€” RJ Millwork
You won't make any money if you're making one-offs (unless you can charge prices for custom work, e.g. $'s). The time
to do design and set up tooling and jigs will evaporate any profits. To make a profit, you have to mass produce a
product, or at least make several similar at a time.
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